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Abstract--Modern national income accounts and flow of funds do have their well-known intellectual 
ancestors Qua_navy, Marx and Leontief. For the century from the end of the Physiocratic School to 
Marx, the usual ine in the history of economic thought is, that there was nobody interested in the 
fablm~ e¢onomiqs¢. However, as shown by this paper, there was Joseph Lang, a German professor 
in Kharkov (Rtumia), writing two books in 1807 and 1811 precisely on this topic. Even if Lang may 
not heve rediscovered the idea (?), he formalized the tablea~ in quite a modem fmddon. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper reports on the mathematical model of Joseph Lang, an early 19 th century economist. 
Since so much published work has faded into its rightly deserved oblivion, one wonders why such 
an old author should be resurrected. 
Even a light paging through of Lang's two books [1,2] will supply the answer. Here are two 
substantive books on national income accounting and flow of funds, very close to the ideas of 
Quesnay. Yet they have been chronologically published precisely when no one was interested in 
that field. At that time the tableau economique, as put forward by Quesnay, was totally forgotten. 
In order to convince the reader of the significance of Lang, his work is reviewed and put into 
perspective. The paper outlines Lang's work and life, intimately related to the neglect of his 
books. 
The factual contents of the paper relies heavily on two German language publications, an arti- 
cle: Joseph Lang aus Freiburg, Eine Kreislauflheorie zwischen Quesnay und Mar-z, in Jahrb~cher 
f~r NationalSkonomie und Statistik, and a book Joseph Lang published by Peter Lang at 
Berne [3,4]. 
As is well-known, national income accounting and flow of funds accounting dates back to a 
long history. The founding father was Quesnay, who in the middle of the 18 th century produced 
his famous tableau economique, and put interdependence into the center of economic analysis. 
However, as is also well-known, the real breakthrough into application had to wait more than a 
hundred years. 
Marx had to rediscover Quesnay's ideas and a whole generation of eminent economists had 
to develop the tableau into the tool of national income accounting of today. A chronological 
gap in that intellectual trajectory seemed to be the period between the disappearance of the 
physiocratic school of thought (e.g., the falling from power of Turgot at the end of the 1780's) 
and the publishing of Marx (in the 1880's). Precisely in this gap we have the work of Lang. 
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2. THE TWO BOOKS OF LANG ON NATIONAL INCOME ACCOUNTING 
3oseph Lang, a German and a professor at the Russian university at Kharkov, wrote two books 
on economic interdependence, in which he analyzed explicitly what had been called by Quesnay 
a tableau ecouornique. These books are [1,2]: 
~/ber den obersten Grandsatz der politische, Oconomie, Riga, 1807--("The main principle 
of political economy"), and 
Grundlinie, der politische, Arithrnetik, Charkow, 1811--("Principles of political arith- 
metic"). 
Fifty years after Quesnay, these books show a modern representation f economic interdepen- 
dence. A scheme of three economic sectors is formally analyzed by a simple system of three linear 
equations and numerically evaluated, an exposition to be found only 150 years later in econom- 
ics. Lang's ideas obviously are a deepening and clarification of Quesnay's that go far beyond the 
original physiocratic writings. Strangely, Quesnay is not cited by Lang. 
Considering the cultural unity of 18 th and 19 th century Europe, one must ask whether Lang 
did know Quesnay's work but didn't cite it, or whether Lang's is an independent intellectual 
development. As the paper will show, the answer must be left open. 
First, we present he national income flow schemes of Lang's two books. The second book 
obviously is an extension of the first. 
3. THE THEORY OF THE FIRST BOOK OF LANG 
In his first book of 1807 [1], Lang develops a simple static model of three sectors, which explicitly 
is denoted as an equilibrium model [1, p. 10]. Lang writes the flow conditions (inflow=outflow) 
for each of the three sectors agriculture, industry and government (see [1, p. 15]; for a modern 
exposition, see, e.g., [5]). If one did not know Lang's authorship, one would conjecture it was a 
work of Quesnay. 
However, in physiocratic expositions the same material is much more voluminous and much 
more confusing. As an example, see the four chapters of the Ephemerides [6] or the reprint of the 
tableau in [7]. Lang's exposition isof three balances, o called "National Balances" (see Figure 1). 
(1) Agriculture (1) Agriculture 
X1,1 X1,1 
x2,1 x1,2 
X3,1 X1,3 
X1 X 1 
0 0 
a B 
A C 
a+A C,+B 
(2) Manufacturing 
X1,2 X2,1 
x2,2 x2,2 
x3,2 x2,3 
x2 x2 
(3) Services 
C A 
c b 
0 0 
c+C A+b 
(2) Manufacturing 
B a 
0 0 
b c 
b+B a+c 
(3) Services 
x1,3 x3,1 
x2.3 x3,2 
x3,3 x3,3 
x3 x3 
Figure 1. 
On the left hand side, we have the modern form (i.e., using subscripted flows), while on the right 
hand side we have Lang's notation of a, A, b, B, c, C (6, reap., 4 arbitrary positive constants). 
Obviously, these balances can be presented equally well by the usual schemes of flows, as is done 
as follows (Figures 2 and 3). 
The modal of Lang 
Figure 2. The ~ll~ae of Lang. 
Obviously, a matrix representation can be given, too (Figures 4 and 5). 
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Figure 3. The acb~m* d Lang. 
Ire lot (1) (2) (3) Sum fro tot (1) (2) 
Sector ~ Soctor 
(1) X1,1 X1,2 X1,3 Xl. (1) 0 B 
(2) X2,1 X2,2 X2,3 X2. : (2) a 0 
(3) X3,1 X3, 2 X3, 3 X3. (3) A b 
Sum X.1 X.2 X.3 X Sum a+A b+B 
Figure 4. Figure 5. 
(3) Sum 
!c c.~ 
c a+c 
0 A+b 
c+C: 
Both representations show the ideas of Lang. Explicitly, however, Lang develops the following 
equations, i.e., using modern terminology, he writes down a linear, static system of equations 
XI,1 "~ Xl,2 "{- 2~1,3 "-- Xl  = Xl , I  "4" X2,1 "~- X3,1, 
X2,1 -~- X2, 2 ~ 2~2,3 - -  Z2 - -  Zl, 2 -~- Z2, 2 -~- Z3,2, 
Z3,1 "{" Z3,2 "~" ~'3,3 "- "T3 -"  Z l ,3  J,- Z2,3 "~" Z3,3, 
or, using Lang's notation, 
O+ B+C=z l  =0+a+A,  
a+O+c= z2 = B +0+b,  
.4-1- b+O = xa = C +c+O.  
4. THE THEORY OF LANG'S SECOND BOOK 
The exposition of the first book [1] is a precursor to the exposition of the even more substantive 
second book [2], the Grandlinien der politischen Arithmelik ("Principles of Political Arithmetic"). 
Different from the apolitical arithmetics" which are manuals for calculating agricultural crea- 
ge, evaluating harvests, advising on gunpowder procurement and storage, management of princely 
households, etc. (see, e.g., [8] or [9, p. 656]), Lang's arithmetic is a thoroughly modern presen- 
tation of national income accounting, and flow of funds accounting, with aspects of monetary 
theory and a systematic use of sensitivity analysis. 
The second book broadens the tableae idea of the first book. Substantive generalizations of 
structural detail are given and the implications of the model are illuminated by a sequence of 
comparative static analyses, and by sensitivity analysis. The development does not refer to the 
first book, but starts with basics again. There are again 3 sectors of the economy, aggregated 
slightly differently. 
Sector 1. Agriculture, with V millions of producers. 
Sector 2. Industry, the industrial class with X millions persons. 
Sector 3. Governme~ nt (crown, nobility, church, civil services, ... ), the service class with Y 
millions of (civil) servants. 
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The sectors are linked by flows of goods and services. Again there are balances, very similar to 
Figure I (see Figure 6). 
V Millions of Producers 
(1) Agriculture 
X1.1 X1,1 
X2,1.1 X1,2 
x2,1.2 
X3,1 X1,3 
X1 X1 
(1) Agriculture 
0 0 
X (1 -g)B 
mX (Purchase of Products) 
fY gB 
(Purchase of Food) (Rent paid) 
B:=(l+m)X+fY 
X Millions of Industrialists 
(2) Manufacturing 
Xt ,2 X2,1.1 
X2,1.2 
X2,2 X2,2 
x3,2 x2,3 
X2 X 2 
(2) Manufacturing 
(1 ,g)B 
O 
D-fY 
(Sale of Products) 
X 
mX 
(Purchase of Food) 
0 
e(1 +m)X 
(Taxes paid) 
C:=(l+m)(l+e)X 
(3) Services 
xi,3 x3,1 
x2,3 x3,2 
x3,3 x3,3 
x3 x3 
Y Millions of Civil Servants 
(3) Services 
gB [ fY 
(Rent levied) (Purchase of Food) 
e(l+m)X I D-fY 
(Taxes levied0) I o(PUrchase of Products) 
D:-a(1 +m)X+gB 
Figure 6. 
Using a presentation corresponding to hook 1, we have on the left hand side a general exposi- 
tion of balances. The right hand side are the same balances , in Lang'$notation. Bsdcslly, Lsag 
uses a proportionality of flows to the size of a corresponding class. The treatment of ssticultural 
production is the simplest. Food is either proportional to number of persons (per capital con- 
sumption), or food as a productive input is a fixed proportion of industrial output, i.e., a Leontief 
production function is assumed (zs,z - fY ;  z2,z.z = X; =2,z.2 - reX). Consider~ug the indus- 
trial production (the output of Sector 2), two other proportionate flows are important: one ~oing 
from agriculture to industry, proportional to "disposable income" (I - g) B, (zz,2 -" (I - g) B), 
disposable income, being defined by total sales minus "rent" g B, (zz,a = g B), which is paid by 
ssriculture to government. 
After the coverage of food expenses of the service class, proportionate o the ske of the class 
( fY) ,  the remainder (D - fY )  goes to the industry. 
Finally, the fabiea= is closed by the income accounting of Sector 3, "income" being a produc- 
tion levy on Sector I ("rent" #B) and indirect taxation (e(1 -I- re)X) imposed on industrial 
production. The actual development by Lsng is by ~ v e  explust ion and c=kulation of hal- 
anees [2, Chspter 1]. For additional iUumim~ion, we present he corresponding etwork of flows 
and the corresponding matrices (Figures 7 and 8). 
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Iro lot (1) 
Secto¢ N 
(1) 0 
(2i (l+m)X 
(3) fy  
Sum B 
Figure 7. 
(2) (3) Sum 
(1-g)B 9B B:,.,(I÷m)X+IY 
0 e(l+m)X C:=(l÷m)(l+e)X 
D-fY 0 D:.e(l+m)X+gB 
C D 
Figure 8. 
Finally, we have, corresponding to book 1, the underlying linear, static system of equations: 
Z1,1 -i t- ~C1, 2 -~- 2~1, 3 - -  X 1 m ZI,1 "~" X2,1 "~" X3,1, 
X2,1 Jr" X2,2 -[" X2,3 -" X2 "-- Xl,2 "{- X2,2 "~" X3,2, 
X3,1 "~- X3,2 ~ X3,3 "- X3 "-" Xl,3 -b Z2,3 "~- X3,3, 
or, using Lang's notation, 
0 +(1-g)B+gB =B--O + (1-1- m)X +fY, (1) 
(1+re)X+0 +e( l+m)X=C=(1-g)B+O +D- fY ,  (2) 
fY  +D- fY  +0 =D=gB +e( l+ m)X +0.  (3) 
Equations (1)-(3) obviously are, using the usual econometric terminology, a static, linear, 
structural system of equations of the 5 variables B, C, D, X and Y, where X and Y are the sizes 
of the individual classes of population. Furthermore, there is a constant total population: 
V + X + Y = Z, Z a constant (total population) (4) 
(see [2, p. 55]). The four nonnegative structural parameters are f,  g, m, e. Except for the 
terminology, the total line of reasoning can be found in Lang's first chapter of [2]. A minimal 
extension is given by the reduced form of (1)-(3) 
B=( I+m)X +IY, (5) 
C = (I + m) (I + e) X, (6) 
D =(1+m)(e+g)X  +g lY ,  (7) 
i.e., B, C, D are given as functions of X and Y. Similarly, the total sales are given by 
(l +m)(2+g+e)X +(l +g)fY; 
i.e., given the sizes of two population classes, the industrial class and the class of the (civil) 
servants, all flows (including total sales) can he calculated. This is done by Lang for two main 
cases .  
5. THE SPECIALIZATION OF THE ECONOMIC TABLEAU 
FOR TWO DIFFERENTLY STRUCTURED COUNTRIES 
OF EQUAL SIZE TOTAL POPULATION 
Lang explains (e.g., in his introduction of [2]), that he is not interested in accounting per se. 
The balances are to he used for economic policy. Among its various applications, one is given 
what appears to be a comparison of pre-Napohonic Russia with one of the great central or west 
European powers (?). Lang does not say it explicitly (see, e.g., [2, p. 128]), but his intention 
seems obvious. The missing discussion of choice of numerical structural parameters will explain 
Lang's failing impact. Lang specifies (see [2, Chap. 6, p. 127-156]) 
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(i) the exogenous variables, V, X, Y (i.e., keeping the total population constant and varying 
the relative shares of the sectors), 
(ii) the structural parameters e, f ,  g, m, 
and determines the resulting flows of the t=ble==. 
We present his results in two matrices, Figures 9 and 10. First, there is s common specification. 
The total population is: V + X + Y = 12 millions of persons, and there are common constants: 
f = 1.5, g = 0.6 and m = 1.0. 
The "poor" country A with large agriculture (presumably a representation f the pre-Napoleo- 
nic Russia (?)) and no indirect axation • = 0.00; V = 9, X = 2, Y = 1 is given by the t,,ble== 
of Figure 9. 
from~eCtor ( 1 ) (2) (3) Sum from~eCtor (1) 
Sector ~ Seclor 
( 1 ) 0 2.2 3.3 B:=5.5 ( 1 ) 0 
(2) 4 0 0 C:,,,4 (2) 13.20 
(3) 1.5 1.8 0 D:=3.3 (3) 2.10 
(2) {3) Sum 
6.12 9.18= B:=15.30 
0 0.66 C:=13.86 
7.74 0 D:=9.84 
Sum 5.5 4 3.3 Sum 15.30 13.86 9.84 
Figure 9. Figure 10. 
The "rich" country B with large industrial class (a representation f s developed country (?)) 
and with indirect axation e - 0.05; V - 4, X - 6.6, Y - 1.4 is given by the t=bleat= of Figure 10. 
8. LANG'S GENERAL COMPARATIVE-STATIC APPROACH 
The precise procedure is s comparative static analysis of the two countries. Lang's comparison 
of countries is an application of his general discrete sensitivity analysis, an approach which is 
common with any model today. The most important types of Lang's changes are: 
(i) The change from 
Z = V + X + Y, (g, V, X, Y--four variables), (8) 
to 
z + ~z  = (v + ~v)  + (x  + zxx) + (Y + ~v) ,  
i.e., discrete changes of a maintained linear equation (8) [2, §250, p. 188). 
(ii) The change f~om 
(8') 
Pz  - e, (c a constant; P and z two arbitrary variables), (9) 
to 
(p + Ap) (z + Ax) = c, 
i.e., discrete changes of a product [2, p. 172]. 
(iii) The chanp from 
yZ - Pz ,  
(9') 
(10) 
to 
y (Z + ~Z)  = P (= + ZX=), (103 
i.e., discrete changes of two products, put to be equal [2, p. 185]. 
In sddition to the country compsrison, Lang devotes a total chapter to comparative static 
analyses of issues of distribution of income [2, Chapter 4, pp. 84-108]. 
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7. THE F ISHER EQUATION AS  POSTULATED BY  LANG 
Finally, one has to point to Lang's formulation of a relation, which much later has been baptized 
Irving Fisher's quantity equation of exchange [2, Chapter 5], 
yZ = Pz ,  
where (differently fTom the notation of Section 6), Z is the total quantity of money, P the total 
real males, z the price of a real unit of sales, i.e., y the velocity of circulation of money. 
This is an important result of Lang, too. However, considering the great role of the national 
income accounting and the wide applicability of sensitivity analysis, it is of secondary importance. 
8. THE ORIG INAL ITY  OF  LANG'S  CONTRIBUT ION 
Lang does nowhere cite Quesnay. By comparing his work, however, with the voluminous Ques- 
nay literature [10-22], the correspondence of Lang's and Quesnay's work is evident. The general 
(static) scheme of Lang is basically identical to the one of Quesnay, except for the identification 
of sectors (Figure 11). 
Figure 11. The scheme of Quesnay. 
Quesnay's structural parametrization may be much simpler. As an example, consider the 
linear system of equations as presented, e.g., by Kuczynski [7] (or Uebe [21]). There are only two 
parameters, determining the system of equations. (The parameters a and b in (14)-(17) obviously 
are different from the a and b of Lang, see above Section 3.) 
z11 +z12+ZlS -  Zl = z11 +z~1 +Zsi (11) 
z21+0 +z2s -z2  =z12+0 +0 (12) 
Z31 -~ 0 "~" X33 "-- X3 = ~13 "~" X23 -~ Z33 (13) 
z21 =az2,  0<a<l  (14) 
z~.~ -- (1 - a) z2 (15) 
zal -bza ,  O<b<l  (16) 
zaa = (1 - b) xs (17) 
Even though there is no citation of Quesnay by Lang, yet Lang acknowledges his intellectual 
debts (in his first book) to Johann Georg Biisch, Arthur Young and Herrenschwand [23--25]. For 
some economists, e.g., Homberg [26], this is the "physiocratic" source. However, there may be 
some doubts. 
An  analysis of physiocracy or even an analysis of the tableau economi~ee cannot be found 
with the three authors cited. Biisch, in his really voluminous work, nowhere even mentions 
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physiocracy, except for the trivial fact (?), that agriculture is a basic sector of any economy and 
its well-being is central for any economy, an observation, which is the cornerstone ofphysiocracy. 
Secondly, Biisch's life, on which he amply elaborates in his books, does corroborate those doubts. 
Biisch was an eminently practical man, running some kind of institution of higher learning in 
Hamburg, stressing business and law, and closely cooperating with men of practical affairs in 
Northern Germany, Scandinavia nd Britain. Citing his own biography, he was never in France. 
This need not imply his ignorance of such esoteric French topics, such as physiocracy; however, 
judging from his writings, the reader must be rather sceptical. 
For his second intellectual mentor, Arthur Young, similar doubts are appropriate. Like Bftsch, 
he was an eminently practical man, stressing the importance of agriculture. Yet importance of 
agriculture does not mean physiocracy or even the tableau economique. 
Finally, the "physiocratic source" Herrenschwand does not seem to be convincing. Herren- 
schwand first of all was a highly successful physician, secondly an economic writer; the older 
encyclopedia doesn't even mention his economic writing. Since he lived in Berne, which is close 
to Freiburg, where Lang went to school, Lang obviously was impressed. However, sharing with 
Quesnay a parallel biography, need not imply sharing of ideas. Schumpeter, who cites Herren- 
schwand as an economic writer, is sceptical, too [24, pp. 290, 294]. Homberg [26], however, does 
recognize the physiocratic source here. 
A second physiocratic source may be Lang's academic life in general. Putting together 
various miniscule fragments, we can establish the following tabular curriculum vitae of Lang 
(see [27-38]). 
CURRICULUM VITAE OF JOSEPH LANO, SENIOR 
(AS FAR AS CAN BE DOCUMENTED) 
1775 ? 
1776 ? 
1794/95 
1795 
179e/98 
April 11, 1803 
1806 
1810 
1812 
18197 or 18207 
1837 
Date of birth January 30 or 
date of birth February 22, both places of birth being in Southern Germany 
(either Bavaria or Bade~-Wftrttemberg) 
Studies at the University of Frelburg im Brelsgau 
Graduation at the University of Frelburg im Brelq~u 
Amtealttuarius (administrative officer) in Waldkirch (today: D 7808 Waldkirch close to 
Freiburg im Breiagau, Baden-Wftrttemberg) 
Appointment o Imperial Ac_~4_emy of Sciences at Kharkov (two years after the 
foundation of the academy), Department of "Philomphy and Mathematics" (Adjuncttm) 
Change of memberdfip to the Department of "Political Economy," Philmophical- 
Political Section (Adjunctus) 
Appointment Professor Extraordinariue 
Appointment Professor Oviln~rius, Department of "Diplomacy and Political Sciences" 
End of professional ctivitiy with the University of Kharkov (presnmAble year of death) 
Entry of the son, Joseph Lang, Jun., about he death of his father as Imperial Councillor 
and Professor 
As noted by Schaub [27], the birth date cannot be fixed anymore. Definitely Lang has been a 
student at Freiburg for two years. Practically nothing is known about his professors. The only 
useful item seems to be a list of lectures Praelectiones .. .  of 1785-1786 [39]. However, among 
throe professors there is no one to be known to be a physiocrat, and there seems to be no lecture 
related to the system of Quesnay. However, there is a significant entry in the French encyclopedia 
of Larousse of 1847: Fribourg . . .  us de foyers des plus actifs de la propagande par l'empereur 
Joseph //, and that German king and Holy Roman Emperor Joseph II was a well-known and 
enthusiastic disciple of physiocrscy. Secondly, Freiburg has been enclosed geographically by two 
physiocratic centers: the German principality of Baden and the Swiss University of Basle. There 
might have been academic exchanges of papers, books and guest lectures with both centers, like 
it is today in the world of learning. Yet again no such influences can be documented. 
The bibliographic documentation has been made impossible, first, by territorial changes at the 
end of the Holy Roman Empire by which the old Freiburg University Library was partitioned, 
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one part going to the capital of the old feudal power, Vienna, and one part going to the capital of 
the  new feudal power at Karlsruhe. Secondly, in addition to "normal" losses due to time, there 
were fires and war losses at all of those three places, Vienna, Freiburg and Karlsruhe, so that 
Lang's past at Freiburg seems to be sealed. 
After his first career stage at Waldkirch, where he worked as a lawyer, Lang went to the 
new Imperial Academy of Sciences (University) at Kharkov, Russia. In a steep career within 
a few years, he rose from an assistant o full professor. Kharkov could be a third source of 
his "physiocratic" thinking. As with the Freiburg library, a direct literary trace of Lang at the 
Kharkov University library has not been found. The Kharkov library lists do not date back to 
the early 19 th century. Documented purchases of physiocratic works go back to the last quarter 
of the 19 th century only. Hence, a last source of Lang's "physiocratic" thinking to be considered 
are Lang's colleagues at Kharkov, prior to the writing of his two books (i.e., of 1803 to 1810) and 
the general knowledge of physiocracy prevalent at that time in Russia (see [40-55]). 
The question, whether physiocracy was known in Russian academic ircles, definitely can 
be answered ai~matively (according to Tarapov, President of Gorki-University at Kharkov); 
e.g., the well-known Quesnay disciple Mercier de la Rivi~re, who published a condensation of 
Quesnay's writing in the book L'Ordre Naturel et Essentiel des Societ~s Polifiques, Paris, 1767, 
had been invited to the Csarist Court in the year of Catharina Irs ascension to the throne (1762) 
and generated quite some attention. In fact, an unpublished master's thesis was written on 
this influence on Russian thinking in 1849 (see, according to Tarapow, [56]). Another influential 
source of Russian physiocratic thinking has been the life and work of the Imperial Privy Councillor 
S.S. Dshunkowskij (1763-1839), Director of the Department of Government Finance and Public 
Works. For 25 years he was a permanent secretary of the Free Economic Society at St. Petersburg. 
In 1790, he purchased in London the work of the Quesnay disciple Victor Riquetti, Marquis de 
Mirabeau L'Ami des Hommes ou Traitd de la Population, Vol. 1-8, Avignon, 1762, which, in 
particular, does explain the tableau of Quesnay. Dshunkowskij was of Ukrainian descent and was 
borne and raised in Kharkov. HIS descendants at the end of 19 th century still lived at Kharkov 
and one of them dedicated the above acquisition of Mirabeau to the Kharkov University library in 
1896. The existence of an earlier physiocratic influence by I)shunkowskij cannot be documented 
and is rather speculative. However, there is the well-known fact, that even high level politicians, 
such as Prince Golitsyn, Ambassador at Paris, were well versed in physiocracy and did propagate 
physiocracy in Russia. Hence, an early 19 th century influence of Dshunkowskij at Kharkov cannot 
be excluded per se. 
The second source at Kharkov could be Lang's Russian colleagues, who actually came from 
western Europe, too. These have been: 
- the philosopher and philologist Johann Baptist Schad, 
- the historian Dietrich Christian yon Rommel, 
- the lawyer Ferdinand Karl Schweikart, 
- the philosopher, lawyer and economist Ludwig Heinrich yon Jakob, 
- the philologist Jacques Nikolas Belin de Ballue, 
and extending the academic ircle to St. Petersburg, the highly reputed historian, statistician 
and economist Heinrich Friedrich yon Storch. 
All of these have been very prominent academicians, yet no physiocrats. Hence, for a direct 
link to previous physiocratic sources of Lang's ideas one is looking in vain. 
However, there may be another explanation by considering the academic life at the early 
Kharkov University in general. Going back to the descriptions of the early 19 th century ency- 
clopedias (see, e.g., [52]) we have a nice summary of the environment at the new universities 
at Kharkov and Kasan. In reaction to repressive Napoleonic policies in western Europe, at the 
Russian universities a tolerant, fruitful, pleasant, even leisurely academic life was flourishing. 
Kharkov was a small, yet highly reputed center of higher learning with many professors and very 
few students (less than 200). The more business oriented professors could devote most of their 
time to outside jobs (e.g., supervising school boards) and the more academically inclined to aca- 
demic studies. Lang obviously did so, producing his two books, one shortly after the other. Since 
physiocrats were still a well-known group in Lang's lifetime among political economists and intel- 
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lectually minded adminiitrators, the minimal surviving archival evidence of their influence upon 
Lang may be the "missing link." Yet why shouldn't here be original ~ideas [57-59], duplicatia4$ 
earlier ones, i.e,, Quesnay's? 
9. THE MISSING IMPACT OF LANG'S WORK 
Considering the enormous impact of Quesnay's work, it is rather surprising that Lang's work, 
identical in spirit, corresponding in principle and being much clearer in exposition has found so 
little attention (see [60-66]). There is some discussion by Homburg and Theocharis about 150 
years after Lang's death and there are some citations before. Some of them are a mere men- 
tioning (e.g., by Jevons, Fisher, Kiihne [9,61,62]), some are misinterpretations; e.g., Roberteon 
does term the aggregation of Lang as "illogical." If however, the corresponding afjgregntion of 
Quesnay is appropriate, this judgment is hard to understand. Kiihne cites Lang for the year 1871 
[9, p. 656] when he had been dead for 50 years, and does classify Lang as one of the "political 
arithmeticians." Kiihne probably has never read anything of Lang. Dickinson [60] mixes up the 
Razumovski brothers, Andre and Alexis, the first one the Beethoven-sponsor and ambassador at
Vienna, and the second one being the minister of public education, to whom Lang did dedicate 
his second book. Even Homberg, who does appreciate Lang's achievement so highly, and being 
a native German speaker, mixes up Joseph Lang senior and junior [26, p. 37]. Only Theocharis 
[85,66] seems to have recognized Lang's significance. 
A first reason definitely has been the place and time of publication: a book published by a 
university on the periphery of the European civilization and published uring a revolutionary 
time all over Europe. Who was reading the books of an author, unknown so far, and writing at a 
place in Russia far away? For example, the copy this author obtained from the previously Royal 
Library at Hanover had not been cut open, more than 170 years after publication. 
A second reason presumably has been the early death of Lang. Lang must have died shortly 
after publication (in 1820 presumably, since his son was borne in 1820, and after 1820 Lang is no 
longer listed at Kharkov University). Hence Lang could not promote his works. 
The third most damaging and most plausible reason for Lang's failure has been his missing 
explicitness for economic policy modeling. While Quesnay's tableau economique was used to 
push a very ambitious economic reform program to maximize the net product, which is what 
led courtiers and administrators to try to decipher lea zigzags of the tableau. Lang does not tell 
us what the specific policies were that motivated his highly abstract numerical modeling. HIS 
policy views are rather obscure, a modeling with only loose links to economics, a then unfamiliar 
theorizing per se [57-59]. Hence, when after Waterloo many refugees returned from the new 
Russian universites to their native countries, they did not spread Lang's fame, but just forgot 
him. 
For these reasons, the missing impact of Lang's books is quite plausible. Really surprising is the 
absence of any impact, even in the German speaking countries. Since national income accounting 
and flow of funds accounting are one of the few really basic achievements of economics, Lang 
does deserve a proper place in the history of economic thought. 
Finally, Lang's work is a contribution to a remarkable past of European history, when Russia 
gave refuge to a foreigner and permitting him to rise in a steep career and produce substantive 
work in his own tongue. 
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